
CanalRISK360
Comprehensive Risk Solutions

 Years Navigating the 
Risks of the Road

Improving drivers, 
preventing collisions. 
Canal Insurance Company’s risk management resources, CanalRISK360, now includes the Lytx DriveCam™ that 
harnesses the power of video, predictive analytics and a cloud-based platform to help improve driver safety and 
reduce collisions. Canal’s commitment to insureds is to help streamline safety, reduce risk and driver performance. 
With more than 75 years’ experience, Canal knows that safe driving behavior is an important component of a 
successful trucking carrier.

Six Steps to Improving Fleet Safety

The DriveCam Program leverages the insights that Lytx has gained from pioneering video-based safety and analyzing billions of driving behavior events 
since 1998. The DriveCam Program helps improve fleet safety and lower costs in six easy steps:

Capture risky driving events: The DriveCam in-vehicle video event recorder captures events and analyzes behavior while providing real-time 
feedback to help keep drivers safe.

Upload video and data: Events are captured on an exception basis (e.g. only when a risky driving event occurs, such as speeding, hard-braking or 
swerving). A 12-second video clip and data are then uploaded via a secure wireless connection to the DriveCam Review Center where they are 
objectively reviewed using a consistent scoring methodology. 

Analyze and prioritize: Proprietary predictive data analytics, combined with trained video review, highlight the causes of poor driving and 
prioritize actions needed to reduce fleet risk and operating costs. 

Securely access the DriveCam Online® Platform: Configurable alerts direct clients to the DriveCam Online platform, where fleet managers can 
quickly access dashboards and driver management tools.

Coach drivers for performance improvement: Flexible and easy to use proactive coaching and training tools are available at your fingertips.

Return safer drivers to the road: The combination of video and proactive coaching work to improve driving behavior, resulting in safer drivers, 
fewer collisions and lower costs.
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Insurance provided by Canal Insurance Company or Canal Indemnity Company and is not available 
in all states. Please refer to additional terms and conditions outlined at canalinsurance.com/rms.

 Lytx; DriveCam powered by Lytx; Lytx Engine; Lytx Insights; Sense, Predict, Prevent; and 
Delivering Insights. Driving Results are trademarks of Lytx, Inc. DriveCam, DriveCam Online 
and RAIR are registered trademarks of Lytx, Inc.

Program for Canal Insureds with 20 or more power units.
CONTACT US to learn how you can access this program at preferred pricing:
Gary Flaherty, AVP-Risk Management Services, Canal Insurance Company
gary.flaherty@canal-ins.com or 864.250.9224
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